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We compiled the first and largest dataset of B-Rep CAD 
assemblies by scraping and cleaning all of the publicly 
available assemblies in Onshape. The AutoMate dataset 
contains

92,529 Assemblies
514,635 Mates
374,362 Parts

and is available to download at AutoMateDataset.com.

B-Rep Learning Architecture
We designed the Structured B-Rep Graph Convolutional Net-
work (SB-GCN), a message passing neural network architec-
ture that learns representations for all types of B-Rep topol-
ogy, while simultaneously being memory eficient and 
having a wide receptive field. The key insight to this con-
struction is that B-Rep topology has a layered structure topo-
logically, which we use to split message passing into sequen-
tial layers that exchange information between shapes and 
their boundaries, and that geometric adjacency is captured by 
face neighborhoods, which we use to efficiently expand the 
model’s receptive field.

Mating parts in assemblies consitutes about a third of 
the time spent creating CAD models, and thus consti-
tutes a compelling target for machine learning. Applying 
machine learning to CAD assemblies is difficult due to a 
lack of assembly data with reference-based mates, and 
a lack of suitable neural network architectures to make 
predictions combining all types of CAD references 
(faces, loops, edges, and vertices), as is necessary for 
complex mating. In this work, we address these two fun-
damental issues to create a mate autocomplete system, 
and make the following 4 contributions:

Mate Location Prediction
We demonstrate the usefulness of our dataset and B-Rep 
learning architecture by building an automatic mate comple-
tion tool on top of the Onshape CAD system. When a user 
selects faces on two different parts in an Onshape assembly, 
our system scores a large number of reference-defined mates 
which put those faces in contact using SB-GCN, and suggests 
the top 6 options to the user as auto-complete suggestions. 
Our system suggests the mate used within our dataset 
72.2% of the time, drastically outperforming purely geometric 
predictions converted to references (46.3%).

We also applied SB-GCN to determining assembly functional-
ity by predicting the type of motion (mate type) for refer-
ence-defined mates. Mate type is a very subjective decision 
that depends on the modeling intent of the designer (e.g. are 
they modeling an object’s motion or its construction?), so to 
validate our system we asked 7 CAD experts to complete the 
same prediction task and compared their results to our net-
work.
Our network’s predicted labels agree with those 
in the Automate dataset to the same degree as 
the median human expert.

Mate Type Label Agreement
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Overview of our system. The user selects a pair of parts, and 
our neural network suggests potential auto-complete mates. Links to our paper, code, and dataset.
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